Ten Honored By Ceremony

Omicron Delta Kappa, national honor fraternity, held its annual installation ceremony Monday evening in the Board of Visitors meeting room.
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The Dice Are Loaded . . .

On Your Side

There is no gamble involved in the question of students buying tickets for June Finals this year. The question is whether we will or will not have the dances. Four hundred tickets must be sold by May 6 to guarantee that we will have the dances we want. To make the week end a success the dance committee is going to give us the best or nothing at all. There is no half-way decision on the matter. If the necessary number of tickets has not been sold in two weeks, the money will be refunded and there will be no dances. Buying tickets now is to our advantage, not only in money saving, but in reviving a part of college life that has been dead for four years.

Student cooperation, support, and spirit is being given a real test to put over the advance ticket selling campaign and to make it a success. It is a common complaint that students do not do a lot of talking about what they want. But when the crucial moment comes, they fail to make good the realization of their demands when they have the opportunity.

Finals, such as are being planned for this June, are what we have been clamoring for. We should not let this be another instance of all talk and little action. Now is the time to prove that we know what we want. The responsibility of success lies with us.

Buy your ticket now!

J. L. R.


daylight thumbing through the pages of a borrowed "Newseum" in the Wigmans one day last week, as I passed through the pages, I happened on a letter to the editor signed "Former College Professor," and contain some interesting statements, to say the least:

Teacher Remarks on Education

"After more than a few years as a student and teacher in the public schools and institutions of higher learning, I have reached the conclusion that there are a fairly large number of educational institutions; certain faults can be laid largely at the doorstep of the institution itself. Here are a few:

1. Poor leadership. Too much weight is placed on 'known abilities.'
2. Low quality of faculty members. The professors have to live, too.
3. Inadequate salaries. The low salaries professors have to live on, are miserable. In many instances housing for students is little less than abominable and yet many institutions pay scant attention to it.
4. Lack of suitable facilities. 'Campus slums' are of an extraordinary nature in many colleges. We must, for the good of our universities is this lack of remuneration. Certainly it is not a sufficient inducement for the devoted educators who have devoted their lives to teaching.
5. Poor leadership. Too much weight is placed on 'known abilities.'
6. Inadequate facilities. 'Campus slums' are of an extraordinary nature in many colleges. We must, for the good of our universities is this lack of remuneration. Certainly it is not a sufficient inducement for the devoted educators who have devoted their lives to teaching.

We Have Our Failures

Look around this campus and see for yourself. In varying degrees, William and Mary has all of the faults which former college professors have found with our entire educational system. Ours is not the only college in the country. If anything, we are more fortunate than a great many others . . .

The men who become college professors are not all "eccentrics, mental and social defectives, and failures." On the contrary, they have so much work that their general efficiency is lowered . . . and he is underpaid.

Able Idea Are Overworked

If an instructor is an able man, as many of our professors are, he must shoulder a heavy burden of teaching and research. He is overworked . . . our most able faculty and administration members have so much work that their general efficiency is lowered . . . and he is underpaid.

It is a travesty upon the value of higher education when a half-pay instructor is expected to do all the work we expect a man to do. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of成就 as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Professors Must Live, Too

The main trouble with our colleagues and universities is this lack of remuneration. Certain it is that this lack will keep William and Mary and other educational institutions from being able to pay its employees a salary commensurate with the importance of their position. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Women Ask For

Sun Bathing Areas

Real "beach" weather has hit the campus the past week or so, and with it has come the annual problem of sun bathing. In the past four or five years the American medical and social world has developed a new attitude toward sun bathing. Most American occupations, among which college study ranks high, keep people indoors, and fairly insulate them from the weather. The first days of good strong sunlight before the coming summer heat close, brightening summer drive all of us outdoors. Today, sun bathing is expected and praised for its obvious benefits.

Places for sun bathing, grazed, cannot be too public. Women students and the men are glad to comply with the rules as long as there is no inconvenience in doing so. In fact, this is the reverse. So far the garage behind the Phi Psi house and the roof of Barrett porch are the only places provided for such an endeavor. It is hard to believe that the girls are beginning to hunt new spots; there just isn't enough space to go around.

About this time a year ago the same problem arose. Members of the Administrative staff were informed of the difficulties and promised to look into the matter and recommend some more appropriate areas for sun bathing. The idea appears to have progressed not further.

Our College is that the further designation of the secluded area back of the stadium. Certainly there are a few spots that could have been utilized here. There is a small matter in which the students and Administrative could launch a program for renewed cooperation.

William and Mary Go-Round

By Fred Frickets

While idly thumbing through the pages of a borrowed "Newseum" in the Wiggin's one day last week, as I passed through the pages, I happened on a letter to the editor signed "Former College Professor," and contain some interesting statements, to say the least:

Teacher Remarks on Education

"After more than a few years as a student and teacher in the public schools and institutions of higher learning, I have reached the conclusion that there are a fairly large number of educational institutions, and certain faults can be laid largely at the doorstep of the institution itself. Here are a few:

1. Poor leadership. Too much weight is placed on 'known abilities.'
2. Low quality of faculty members. The professors have to live, too.
3. Inadequate salaries. The low salaries professors have to live on, are miserable. In many instances housing for students is little less than abominable and yet many institutions pay scant attention to it.
4. Lack of suitable facilities. 'Campus slums' are of an extraordinary nature in many colleges. We must, for the good of our universities is this lack of remuneration. Certainly it is not a sufficient inducement for the devoted educators who have devoted their lives to teaching.

We Have Our Failures

Look around this campus and see for yourself. In varying degrees, William and Mary has all of the faults which former college professors have found with our entire educational system. Ours is not the only college in the country. If anything, we are more fortunate than a great many others . . .

The men who become college professors are not all "eccentrics, mental and social defectives, and failures." On the contrary, they have so much work that their general efficiency is lowered . . . and he is underpaid.

Able Idea Are Overworked

If an instructor is an able man, as many of our professors are, he must shoulder a heavy burden of teaching and research. He is overworked . . . our most able faculty and administration members have so much work that their general efficiency is lowered . . . and he is underpaid.

It is a travesty upon the value of higher education when a half-pay instructor is expected to do all the work we expect a man to do. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Professors Must Live, Too

The main trouble with our colleagues and universities is this lack of remuneration. Certain it is that this lack will keep William and Mary and other educational institutions from being able to pay its employees a salary commensurate with the importance of their position. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Women Ask For

Sun Bathing Areas

Real "beach" weather has hit the campus the past week or so, and with it has come the annual problem of sun bathing. In the past four or five years the American medical and social world has developed a new attitude toward sun bathing. Most American occupations, among which college study ranks high, keep people indoors, and fairly insulate them from the weather. The first days of good strong sunlight before the coming summer heat close, brightening summer drive all of us outdoors. Today, sun bathing is expected and praised for its obvious benefits.

Places for sun bathing, grazed, cannot be too public. Women students and the men are glad to comply with the rules as long as there is no inconvenience in doing so. In fact, this is the reverse. So far the garage behind the Phi Psi house and the roof of Barrett porch are the only places provided for such an endeavor. It is hard to believe that the girls are beginning to hunt new spots; there just isn't enough space to go around.

About this time a year ago the same problem arose. Members of the Administrative staff were informed of the difficulties and promised to look into the matter and recommend some more appropriate areas for sun bathing. The idea appears to have progressed not further.

Our College is that the further designation of the secluded area back of the stadium. Certainly there are a few spots that could have been utilized here. There is a small matter in which the students and Administrative could launch a program for renewed cooperation.

William and Mary Go-Round

By Fred Frickets

The men who become college professors are not all "eccentrics, mental and social defectives, and failures." On the contrary, they have so much work that their general efficiency is lowered . . . and he is underpaid.

It is a travesty upon the value of higher education when a half-pay instructor is expected to do all the work we expect a man to do. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Professors Must Live, Too

The main trouble with our colleagues and universities is this lack of remuneration. Certain it is that this lack will keep William and Mary and other educational institutions from being able to pay its employees a salary commensurate with the importance of their position. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.

Professors Must Live, Too

The main trouble with our colleagues and universities is this lack of remuneration. Certain it is that this lack will keep William and Mary and other educational institutions from being able to pay its employees a salary commensurate with the importance of their position. William and Mary, with living costs as high as they are, a young professor must struggle to get along on what he earns as a teacher.

We have not, as yet, developed such a rich body of achievement as William and Mary could build up our endowment. That, I believe, is what we want. That is what we graduate must work for.
YWCA Plans Rummage Sale

Plans for two community sing and a rummage sale rank first in the YWCA's list of future activities. An active Child Care Committee is also being organized.

Clothes for all types of athletic activity were modeled in a spirited style show at the last meeting of the YWCA, Thursday, April 18. Barbara Rommel sponsored the YWCA, Thursday, April 18.

Lou Young, Bonnie Green, Gloria Adams. Seniors from Matthew River, N. J.; Janet Drey Kneece, Greenvale, L. I.; Marian Mason, secretary; and Bob Wade, treasurer.

BARNES BARBER SHOP
Since 1912 we have served the students, the city, and all. This same courteous and efficient service awaits you today.

Over Williamsburg Theater

Balfour Club Chooses Stan Mervis President

Stan Mervis was unanimously elected president of the Balfour Club at its spring meeting on April 17. He has been vice-president of the club for the last two years.

The Balfour Club is a fraternity for students in the College of William and Mary. It was founded in 1912 and is one of the oldest fraternities on the campus.

Post Installs New Officers

Thirty-one members joined the Williamsburg chapter, TWN, of the American Legion Post 704, of the American Legion, receiving their initiation at a banquet held in the Game Room Lodge on Wednesday, April 17.

Legion Post Receives Charter

The new Post installed its recently elected officers and received their charter at the banquet. The charter was presented by W. Glenn Elliot, adjutant of the state Legion forces, as head of a delegation of state organization officials.

The new Post is chartered to serve the community, and its officers are:

President: Stan Mervis
Vice-President: John E. Koppelman
Secretary: Sydney Aaron
Treasurer: Bob Wade

Other new officers are Leonard Sands, vice-president; Judy Nevias, historian; Rita Koppelman, and as president he will preside at the meeting on April 18 to elect officers for the coming year. Stan replaces Rita Koppelman and Sydney Aaron as president. Judy Nevias takes over as vice-president.

The Balfour Club is a fraternity for students in the College of William and Mary. It was founded in 1912 and is one of the oldest fraternities on the campus.

Other new officers are Leonard Sands, vice-president; Judy Nevias, historian; Rita Koppelman, and as president he will preside at the meeting on April 18 to elect officers for the coming year. Stan replaces Rita Koppelman and Sydney Aaron as president. Judy Nevias takes over as vice-president.

The Balfour Club is a fraternity for students in the College of William and Mary. It was founded in 1912 and is one of the oldest fraternities on the campus.

Other new officers are Leonard Sands, vice-president; Judy Nevias, historian; Rita Koppelman, and as president he will preside at the meeting on April 18 to elect officers for the coming year. Stan replaces Rita Koppelman and Sydney Aaron as president. Judy Nevias takes over as vice-president.

The Balfour Club is a fraternity for students in the College of William and Mary. It was founded in 1912 and is one of the oldest fraternities on the campus.
Yo-Yo Commissioners

Expand Virtues Of Instrument

BY PATTY LOU YOUNG

As I beat my way through the endless sea of yo-yos strings into the chaos of yo-yo excitement, I heard the happy voices of the students outside singing the Jingo Anthem.

"Get the world on a string, and slip it through the sun. When I'm playing with my yo-yo, I can see the end of the world!"

Long time ago, we had definite proof that Professor J. Lightfoot Gootch, the G-2 of the club informed the organizational meeting. Furthermore, he precluded having the mass organization that day. However, the club is planning a great meeting in the Williamsburg area. A large assembly of people will converge on the site for the event.

Slouch that a sniper had been sighted in the vicinity of Barrett Hall and possibly some other dorms and aiming it at the the hands of adults, who appreciate the true benefit of the yo-yo. The Yo-Yo Quarterly, which will come out in the near future,

Yo-Yo Commissioners

The Flat Hat

Bot-E-Talk

In the world of the Yo-Yo Commissioners, we have definite proof that Professor J. Lightfoot Gootch-informal meeting. Furthermore, he precluded having the mass organizational meeting. However, the club is planning a great meeting in the Williamsburg area. A large assembly of people will converge on the site for the event.

Slouch that a sniper had been sighted in the vicinity of Barrett Hall and possibly some other dorms and aiming it at the hands of adults, who appreciate the true benefit of the yo-yo. The Yo-Yo Quarterly, which will come out in the near future.

Yo-Yo Commissioners

The Flat Hat

Bot-E-Talk

Justice has come and gone. The traditional bounty laid a few proverbial eggs and then red. Cotton, wool, and the like have been set against the Commission. Someone has broken all the lights in the second floor of Marshall-Wythe and the sunroof has been reset against the Commission. Soffy is being moan now and the yo-yo has been distanced and yes, it has definitely recovered its ladyhood.

B. J. Reliph sparkler in a yo-yo world. He has been distanced and then refired pinned to The Delta Sam. He was fired as a machine.

Visiting firemen:

Addie Hall to see Helen Hay, to see Howard Ryla's Joann from Columbus, Flyl Shad's Bov fown from Philadelphia, Del.

Well with flowers:

Jean Kendall receiving a red orchid fowl from Hawaii, and Ann. Kevin to see Helen Hay.

Debate Club Elects

Betty Jane Taylor was elected the new president by members of the debate council in a meeting April 18.

The debate council also named Herbert Cottaman Northern Manager, Richard Lodenovich vice manager, Ken Scott corresponding secretary. It was announced last week by Stan Steinhoff that final arrangements have been made for the sophomore tour of the debate council. Ann Anderson, Nancy Criswell, and Ken Scott have planned to go on the tour.

On April 27, the trip from Virginia to Florida is expected to consist of four or five days. The debate will consist of the universities of Richmond, South Carolina, Florida, and Virginia, and possibly some other colleges.

Sophomores Discuss

Moonlight Boat Cruise

A moonlight cruise on the James will be the topic discussed at the sophomore class meeting tonight.

"But if plans fail through," stated Bill Johnson, class president, "there will be a hay ride out to Rivermouth and a picnic following."
**Mrs. Wightman Of Net Fame Will Visit William and Mary**

Arriving on the William and Mary campus tonight is Mrs. George W. Wightman who positively holds more tennis titles than any other woman player. She will conduct two tennis clinics for elementary and advanced students and will participate in several matches scheduled for Friday afternoon.

Because of the Wightman Cup tennis tourney being held in the United States at this time, the former Miss Louise Hammond is considered the greatest woman player in the world. The international Wightman Cup matches are being played by the top-notch women players throughout the country.

The years 1909, ’10, ’11 saw the tennis picture dominated by the American Miss Wightman, as the great tennis rivalries were ‘lefty’ by winning all three title matches, doubles and mixed doubles. At the Philadelphia Cricket Club in 1909 she defeated All Comers including Miss Louise Hammond in the finals and went on to challenge and triumph over Mrs. Maude Barger-Wallace, the outstanding champion to gain her first national singles title. This was before the challenge round was abolished as a part of the national championships. The same year with Edith Booth she opposed the national doubles champion and combining with Wallace F. Johnson, they defeated the other in the sixth.

The Wightman Cup draw was the singles championship four times, the last in 1919 against Miss Marion Zinderlein. Perhaps her most noteworthy achievement was her teamwork with Miss Waldo (the present national singles champion) in 1917 and 1918. They qualified for the Wightman Cup matches by winning the Mixed doubles event.

She repeated this performance in 1922, when Miss Wightman in the same period paired with Miss Djoleto, Miss Wiltz, Miss Zinderlein, Miss George Hughes in the shot put. Miss Wightman in the shot put.

Taking full advantage of their opponent’s poor play and inexpertise, William and Mary’s tennis team made its first performance the next two rounds. They Commerce 6-0, 6-3.

The victory, third of the season, gave the Indians a 13 point lead over the Indians, which in turn is the Tri-Color’s court. The Indians will be trying to make up for the 6-2 loss they suffered a week ago.

**Typhoons Win Tidewater Meet**

Newport News came out victorious from a 33 point lead over Richmond a 11 point lead over Norfolk a 33 point lead over Norfolk two of the other teams that were involved. The Indians will be trying to make up for the 6-2 loss they suffered a week ago.

The final scoring was as follows: Newport News, 33; Granby, 35; Masch, 21; Thomas Jefferson, 12; Holland Marshall, 12; Woodrow Wilson, 3; and Hampton, 6.

**Indian Netmen Trample Cavalier Squad By 9-0**

Despite the absence of Tut Bart- tens, the Tribe net squad had much more than enough power to cope with the feeble resistance put up by the Cavaliers. I’ll say it right out, the Indians will be trying to make up for the 6-2 loss they suffered a week ago.

The Macken duo took on Bart- tens and Frank Gilliland in the turn to win the number one match of the third round, 6-4, 4-6, 6-0. The Indians then romped through the third round, 6-4, 6-3, 6-2. The Macken brothers also took out two points in the third round, 6-4, 6-2.
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Pi Phi and Tri Delt Lead Sorority Softball League

After the first week of softball intramurals, Pi Beta Phi, Delta Delta Delta, and Chandler are leading in their respective accuracy and dormitory leagues. Chi Omega scored 16 runs in its opening game to defeat the Kappa Delta Delta Delta team, 22-4. By keeping the K.D.'s number of runs to its minimum, the Chi O lead was never threatened throughout the game.

On the same day the Kappa Gamma Gamma were able to rack up 31 runs in order to clinch their game with Phi Mu. Respectively, good fielding and pitching kept the Phi Mu from acquiring more than three runs during the whole match. A good defensive Pi Beta Phi team prevented Alpha Chi Omega players from crossing home plate in their initial game on Thursday. The winning team chalked up seven runs, Janet O'Donoghue being high scorer.

On Wednesday Tri Delt defeated Gamma Phi Beta by a score of 16-5. By keeping the bases full throughout the game, the seniors were able to take the win. Barrett players scored only four runs. Gamma Phi Beta was never threatened throughout the game. The score was 22-5. Kappa's second team defeated the Delta Delta Delta third team down by scores of 2-6, 6-4, to chalk up the only U.S. Open win of the championship match. The Wightman-Wills team also won their singles match, defeating Rhodes and Ogelby, 6-2, 6-4. Several years ago on the West Coast an umpire jokingly professed that the Wightman-Wills team would be the number one team in the world. Wightman-Wills has become a top pair.

The Seventeenth Annual Women's Intercollegiate Archery Tournament, in which William and Mary will compete with many United States colleges, will be held here during the month of May 11-15. This tournament will be held not only nationally but also by districts. William and Mary will shoot against teams from colleges all over the South. An archery team consists of six shooters. Each member of the team is designated in the results of the best Senior Columbia Round shot during the contest period. The tournament for the cup will be supervised by Peggy Walker or Miss Gladys Milliken, physical education instructor.

Wightman
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Wightman and Tilden, Mrs. Wightman, has won 29 major doubles titles. It can be safely said she has played with or against every player of any repute since 1929. A member of six United States Women's Cup Squads, Mrs. Wightman when paired with Helen Wills in 1924 defeated the English duo of McKean and Colyer 5-6, 6-4, to chalk up the only U.S. Open win as England eventually walked away with a 6-3, 6-1 decision. The Wightman-Wills team was the only team to defeat the British Women's Doubles team the same year.
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**Student Easily Overcomes Landing, Takeoff Difficulty**

By FLETCHER COX

This past week has been a marked improvement in Senator Perney’s attitude towards flying. For the first time, he has expressed a desire to learn to fly, a development that was not expected so soon.

Senator Perney, who is a member of the Phi Beta Delta fraternity, was given a chance to try his hand at flying when he was selected as the pilot for the latest flight of the College’s new airplane.

"It was a thrilling experience," said Senator Perney. "I had never been in an airplane before, but I was determined to learn as much as I could about flying."

The flight was a short one, but it was enough to give Senator Perney a taste of the challenges that come with flying. The takeoff was smooth, and the landing was successful, although the pilot did have to make a slight correction to the plane’s course.

"The most difficult part was landing," said Senator Perney. "I had to keep the plane steady and avoid any sharp turns. It was a bit nerve-wracking, but I managed to do it."

Senator Perney’s interest in flying is not new. He has been practicing for several weeks and has shown great promise in his flying skills. He plans to continue his training and hopes to become a pilot in the near future.

"I am really enjoying it," said Senator Perney. "I think I have a lot of potential as a pilot, and I am looking forward to the challenges that come with it."
To the Student Body:

April 23, 1946

The Flat Hat

There can and will be no Finals. The President of the College has decided that Finals will not be held because of the high cost of the dance and the lack of cooperation from the students. He has ordered the sale of the tickets for the dance to be stopped immediately.

The Budget necessary to put on the Finals is set at $4,500. This is broken down into a budget of $3,500 for a name band, and $1,000 for decorations, refreshments, etc. The latter amount is now on hand.

If at the end of this period $2,500 is not raised to underwrite the finals, the dance will be regarded as having failed. Should the band cease playing at any time before 1:00 o'clock the dance will be ended at that time.

The College Administration has agreed to absorb the expense of the Saturday afternoon Concert, provided that it does not exceed $400.00.

An advance price of tickets, at a reduced price of $6.00 will continue through May 6. On that date if all tickets have not been sold the committee will seek to sign a contract with one of the above mentioned bands. However, if in the end of this period $2,500 has not been received, total price reimbursement will be made to all persons having purchased tickets during the advance sale, and there will be no Final Dance as part of Commencement week end.

It is up to us, the people who will profit from these dances, to get behind them with financial support, and provide for the return of one of the traditional Williams and Mary social functions.

Robert Birnie

Chairman